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 The Future of Digital Lockers 
 
By Warren B. Chik 
Published in Singapore Law Gazette, April 2012 
 
This article discusses the legal issues and legitimacy of changing online data storage and delivery 
facilities. 
 
Disputes have constantly arisen between technology and copyright interests since the internet became 
popularized as the preferred medium for modern day communication. This has been occurring with 
greater frequency in various jurisdictions including the US and Singapore, where both statutory and Judge 
made laws have been developing in tandem with the evolution of IT in order to formulate and update 
copyright laws to better balance the rights and interests of all the stakeholders concerned. One line of 
disputes relates to the invention and use of technologies for the delivery of digital content. In the US, the 
earlier battle has been taken against Peer-to-Peer (“P2P”) networks even as different models of P2P 
technology evolved through changes in their technical operations.1 Even the Singapore Court of Appeal 
had the opportunity to consider the subject in the recent case of RecordTV Pte Ltd v MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte Ltd2that considered the legal status of digital video recorders, which is another form of 
digital sharing facility (albeit through “streaming” as opposed to “downloading” of content as in the P2P 
cases). 
  
A recent dispute that has arisen in the US continues this trend of disputes and illustrates the difficulties of 
any form of resolution even as technology embraces, but copyright owners (by-and-large) resist, such 
changes. This article lays out the parties, facts and issues relating to the disputes between Universal Music 
Group Inc.,the US government (and other jurisdictions) on the one hand and Megaupload Ltd. (and its 
executives) on the other (the "Megaupload Dispute").3 In the process, some observations and suggestions 
will be made on how the dispute can be resolved through legislation, which can also be useful 
consideration for the parties to achieve private settlement or as a compromise between the industries 
concerned. 
  
The Future of Digital Lockers: Universal v Megaupload 
  
It was foreseeable and inevitable that the battle for digital supremacy would lead up to the showdown 
between a media industry giant and the leading digital locker company. The big media companies have 
been playing tag team in bringing a series of actions against technological products and services that they 
perceive as threats to their profitability for many years beginning with the Napstercase, culminating in the 
Supreme Court Grokster decision, which have yet to resolve the issues given the changes in technology 
and the latest developments in the US in relation to the attempted introduction of the Stop Online Piracy 
Act and the Protect Intellectual Property Act into the House and Senate that led to a stalemate after a 
concerted online protest was made by the leading technological companies such as Wikipedia and 
Google. The trend of disputes follows technologies that have developed in operations that essentially 
perform the same or similar functions, and seek to achieve the same objectives, as their P2P predecessors, 
even as the technology or operations involved appear different. 
  
The Facts 
  
The legal maneuverings between Universal and Megaupload began in 2011 when Megaupload harnessed 
big name musical artistes in a video advertisement touting its services. This was followed by a highly 
suspect move by Universal to block the content on video-sharing portals where it was uploaded such as 
YouTube. This was followed by threats of, ostensibly, indirect copyright infringement by Universal 
against Megaupload which culminated in legal action taken  across several jurisdictions (including the 
US, Hong Kong and New Zealand) through legal processes initiated by the US Department of Justice 
(“US DOJ”) against the company and its top executives for criminal conspiracy to facilitate copyright 
infringement.4 The case remains outstanding although counter-retaliation by the group “Anonymous” has 
already hit the US DOJ and other government and media industries. 
  
Interestingly, before it was taken down by the US government, Megaupload had in turn sued Universal 
Music for abusing YouTube’s content filters under its Content Management System to take down the 
abovementioned music video advertisement of its services,5 featuring original music performed by paid 
musical artistes.6 The argument on the side of Megaupload and YouTube is that that action amounted to a 
Digital Millenium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) notice-and-take-down procedure that can only be utilized by 
copyright owners to require removal of illegally uploaded content that belonged to them.7 Universal 
claimed that the filtering system did not amount to such a takedown notice in the DMCA and that it was 
merely using a technological service made available to them by YouTube. Whatever the merits of the 
arguments on both sides, this illustrates where the battle lines are drawn and that technology interests will 
stand on the same side even if their individual interests and operations may differ.8 
  
The Issues 
  
Megaupload’s business model and its practices that induce rampant file-sharing as well as its lack of good 
faith and safeguards in its file storage operations, which resembles an alternative file-sharing facility a 
laP2P (for users utilizing the search engine and other search aggregators to find the files) clearly features 
in the case. In fact, Megaupload even paid its users to upload popular files to the site, a major point of 
contention in this case. Thus, other digital locker websites have already tried to distance themselves from 
Megaupload on these activities based on the element of good faith and responsiveness to (and 
compliance) with copyright complaints while relying on existing statutory safe harbour protection of the 
DMCA for internet intermediaries.9 For example, Rapidshare have announced its operations which 
include collecting account details of its users and slowing down its download speed for its free services 
and so on, in order to distancing itself in its operations from Megaupload in matters that it considers to be 
important determinants of good faith actions in deterring and reducing primary copyright infringement by 
its users. Other file hosting sites have followed suit and also amended their policies to pacify as well as to 
render their services less likely to constitute complicit behaviour. According to PCMag.com, several 
smaller cloud-based services are changing their services in response to the Megaupload case. FileSonic 
and Upload too have disabled their file-sharing functionality, and others are shutting down their affiliate 
programs. Many similar file hosting sites have cancelled similar rewards programs as that offered by 
Megaupload for sharing popular files. 
  
Another group of people and their interest in this have to be considered even though the main dispute is 
between the US government, Megaupload and Universal, and that is the legal rights of Megaupload users, 
particularly those that have existing paid accounts with the service. Genuine users' data is under threat of 
being deleted by the government and the question arises as to whether the government is inducing 
breaches of contract between Megaupload and its users. The Electronic Frontier Foundation and other 
like-minded organisations are mobilizing efforts to prevent this from happening by helping customers 
retrieve data in the grace period before deletion (an acknowledgment by the government of the genuine 
interest and concerns of such users). This is the danger of users only relying on cloud service industry 
providers for backing up data. This also complicates the legality of the actions taken vis-à-vis the content 
that is stored in such digital lockers without distinction. 
  
Practical Problems 
  
Digital lockers appeal to the user because of the ease of use, and in reality a big portion of their services 
are used by people freely sharing materials, whether that involves original or pirated materials. When one 
includes competition into the mix and the rapid changes in (and quick turnover of) communications 
technology, then there are incentives for these services to push the envelope to maximise profitability in 
the shortest time. Moreover, many of these companies operate out of (and store their profits) in safe 
havens, as was the case of Megaupload (hence the cross-jurisdictional courses of action). Finally, there 
will always be those, such as The Pirate Bay, that seem to genuinely believe in and support a digital 
commons and the free sharing culture, even if their methods may also be suspect, by the way they apply 
that philosophy in practice. 
  
On the other side, there is little incentive for the media industry to switch tactics from the lobby-and-
litigate strategy given the erosion of the persuasiveness of moral arguments and ethical preaching, the 
rapid decline of their profitability and faced with possible decline and death. Desperate times for the 
survival of these companies call for desperate measures. Even while they transition to the digital and new 
business models, there are two major impediments to huge success – in the digital business, the first to 
succeed often dominates the market that also saturates with players in a short time; also, any business 
model that requires direct remuneration from consumers will face stiff competition from those that do not. 
  
There must be a genuine compromise between both sides in order for a solution to succeed – and the hope 
within the Pandora’s box is that the mutually dependent relationship between digital technology and 
creative content will lead to such an outcome. 
  
Possible Solutions 
  
Digital lockers have their place in the digital economy and society, hence an argument can be made for a 
limited form of statutory protection with safeguards against abuse in the form of legal requirements or 
conditions for such protection. Other independent but reinforcement measures can also be put into place 
to supplement the safeguards that are contained in the proposed safe harbour provision. Some features 
that should be considered include the following: 
1.   A public-private key system, limiting access to lockers, thereby, limiting access and sharing. This 
need not be categorical but can consist of levels of paid services– pirates are deterred from sharing 
simply due to simple cost-benefit analysis (the current appeal to pirates and users are unpaid (direct) 
services; making it a fully paid service will also discourage most pirates (and their ad sponsors) because 
of uncertainty of user donations as well as most users if the pirates require direct payment.10 The primary 
market remains on personal storage and very limited sharing or transfer such as within an organisation or 
a household. 
  
2.   Prohibiting exclusive file hosting site search services involving spidering and aggregation, which 
are services that may be offered by other services that are not necessarily offered by or affiliated with the 
digital lockers in question (e.g., filecrop and 4megaupload).11 However, the prohibition should not 
extend to self-blocking by general search engines of their search results, which will have the effect of the 
objectionable approach taken in the Stop Online Piracy Act (“SOPA”) and Protect IP Act (“PIPA”),12 
although takedown notices can likewise be used by copyright owners to request the take down of search 
results hyperlinks to URLs containing infringing materials for sharing and download. It is to be noted that 
this suggestion merely reinforces preventative measures against copyright infringement as, even if these 
websites may yield the search result and hyperlink, the first suggestion will still provide an effective and 
final roadblock to access and sharing. 
  
3.   Non-inducement measures that demonstrate good faith is another key. This can be in the form of 
observing takedown notices upon specific knowledge of offences; perhaps even a denial of service to 
recalcitrant offenders/abusers (although this may be too draconian a move). Subscription and registration, 
which is already in use, can also be used as measures for identification (and hence, a form of deterrence). 
Changes in terms of service and use including warnings and penalties (e.g., breach of contract) can also 
evidence good faith and have the effect of deterring offenders. Also, the collection of information on 
accounts and subscribers during registration for identification of user and content can likely have that 
effect.13 
  
With these and other possible safeguards in place, digital lockers meeting the requirements should be 
provided safe harbour from copyright infringement actions, which will allow its continued existence 
while satisfying the concerns of copyright holders. Statutory protection will also encourage the 
incorporation of companies and the location of their hardware and finances within the jurisdiction 
concerned, even though that may or need not be made a formal pre-requisite for the safe harbour to apply, 
in order for better oversight and enforcement. Even if statutory resolution is not on the cards, the above 
features can form the springboard for a compromise solution between the parties, and also the media and 
the digital locker industry. 
  
The story obviously does not end here as the march of digital delivery technology continues to take new 
forms and techniques, which will continue to be considered as threats to copyright interests and trigger 
the protectionist instincts of the media industry. It will be interesting to see how the status of digital 
lockers will be resolved and what will be the subject of the next battle between the two sides. 
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Notes 
1       See A&M Records, Inc v Napster, Inc239 F 3d 1004 (9thCir, 2001) to MGM Studios, Inc v Grokster, 
Ltd545 US 913 (2005). 
2       [2011] 1 SLR 830. 
3       See eg Case No. 1:12CR3 (Eastern District of Virginia) (the US government’s action against 
Megaupload et. al.) and Case No. 4:2011cv06216 (California Northern District Court) (Megaupload’s 
counter-action against Universal). 
4       US Department of Justice, Justice Department Charges Leaders of Megaupload with Widespread 
Online Copyright Infringement(U.S. DOJ Press Release, 19 January 2012), available at: 
http://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/justice-department-charges-leaders-of-megaupload-with-
widespread-online-copyright-infringement (last accessed on 8 March 2012). 
5       To facilitate copyright owners, the Google-owned YouTube invented a filtering system that enables 
rights holders to upload videos they own to a “fingerprinting” database. When YouTube account holders 
upload their content, the system scans the database for matches and if a full or partial match is found, the 
alleged rights holder can seek to have it removed or alternatively place advertising on the video and make 
money per click. 
6       The Megaupload advertisement is still available at: http://bcove.me/3wfx4v6h. 
7       The Copyright Act forbids false copyright claims, and Courts such as in the Lenz have stated that 
takedown notices should be issued only after assessment that it did not constitute fair use (and a fortiori, 
that the copyrighted content was owned by the notice-giver that that there was infringement in the first 
place. Copyright owners that sign up for the filtering system are warned under its terms of use that “a 
person who knowingly materially represents that material or activity is infringing may be subject to 
liability and damages.” 
8       Also, after the US Justice Department, FBI, the RIAA, MPAA and Universal took down 
Megaupload in January 2012, Anonymous (a decentralized online community of hackers) launched 
distributed denial of service attacks against their websites. 
9       17 U.S.C. § 512 (“Online Copyright Infringement Liability Limitation Act”). 
10     Contrast this to the current practice of some digital lockers that require non-functioning password 
requirements that are only “for show”. 
11     Blatantly providing copyrighted materials without permission on a webpage or services that are 
clearly meant to provide hyperlinks (and access) to unauthorized copyrighted materials online constitute 
primary infringement, but not otherwise (see the recent Supreme Court of Canada decision of Crookes v 
Newton2011 SCC 47, [2011] 3 S.C.R. 269, where the Court ruled that mere hyperlinks do not constitute 
“publication” of the linked site so as to make the hyperlinker liable if the site contains defamatory 
statements, available at: http://scc.lexum.org/en/2011/2011scc47/2011scc47.html (last accessed on 8 
March 2012)). 
12     Both proposed legislation were introduced in 2012, the SOPA bill in the U.S. House of 
Representatives and the PIPA bill in the U.S. Senate. Their objective was to deal with foreign websites 
that infringe copyrighted material in various ways such as in DNS blocking provisions (requiring the 
blocking of domain names for user access), “the so-called free-bieber provision” (making illegal the 
streaming of copyrighted content) and the facilitation of user infringement (by targeting the financing of 
websites through payment processes and advertising revenue). The bills failed due to a concerted boycott 
effort by the biggest Internet companies and organizations, including Google, Wikipedia and Facebook, 
which also mobilized Internet users to oppose the cause. 
13       Although this will have to be made clear in the “privacy policy” and should not itself go against 
data protection and privacy laws. 
